Considerate Constructors Scheme
Monitor’s Site Report
Project name
Contractor name
Onsite contact(s)
Site ID number

Great Eastern Quays - Phase 2
Galliford Try Partnerships South East
Bradleigh Coker represented by Tony Farrow, Amy Smith
Visit no. 1
Visit date
104083

24/07/2017

Site description, context and location
Phase 2 of an ongoing development project to create 349 flats for shared ownership, private sale and private rent. The flats
comprise one and two-bedroom flats with three bedroom apartments presented as townhouses. The site is located close to the
River Thames and London city airport in the Gallions Reach area of east London close by to the DLR station of the same name.
Immediate roads are relatively quiet and largely residential. The project is anticipated to be complete in 2020 and registration will
be amended to provide for the contract period of 170 weeks and a contract Value of £128 million. GTP are a CCS Associate
(Partner)

Checklist section

Category score

1. Care about Appearance

8

/10

2. Respect the Community

7

/10

3. Protect the Environment

7

/10

4. Secure everyone’s Safety

7

/10

5. Value their Workforce

9

/10

38

/50

Total score

Score descriptor
1 Gross Failure
2 Failure
3 Major non compliance
4 Minor non compliance
5 Compliance
6 Good
7 Very Good
8 Excellent
9 Exceptional
10 Innovative

For more information on score descriptors, see ‘Site Scoring Explained’ or visit www.ccscheme.org.uk

Executive summary
As anticipated the appearance of the site is well planned and presented to an excellent standard. It may be early days in the
construction process to see the completion of trade contractors’ appointments and also that of an established logistics company.
Early plans are in place for community engagement with a completed opportunity for 3 work experience placements already
completed. The anticipated safety and environmental management standards are again to a very high standard and apart from
the emboldened text detailed below are managed to a well-practised standard. CLOCS registration appears not to have moved
forward since the reports for phase 1 and is treated as a work in progress. The welfare facilities are undoubtedly exceptional and
well maintained with an open door policy in force and a completed mental health awareness stand-down day already given to all
personnel on site. Promotion of CCS registration to the public, workforce and staff is a compliance question and broader
awareness and full use of all the CCS resources offered as part of registration is a clear area to move forward in.
Thank you to Amy and Tony for standing in for Bradleigh at short notice; I am fully aware that you had little preparation time or
notice, but we have great experience in monitoring GTP sites and are aware of the formal standards both anticipated and
generally always completed. Planned events are excluded from the scoring regime until completed and I have no doubts that
scores will continue to rise in future reports. Thank you for your commitment to considerate construction; the site was a pleasure
to visit.
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Considerate Constructors Scheme
Monitor’s Site Report - Detailed summary of findings
Project name
Site ID number

Great Eastern Quays - Phase 2
Visit no.
104083

1. Care about Appearance

1

Visit date

24/07/2017
8

/10

With some restrictions in place concerning advertising and marketing, the GTP signage is not visible until approaching the site entrance
at which a formal segregated access for lorries and cars is controlled by a gate man. The logistics team carry out all aspects of traffic
management, security, welfare cleaning and record/accept all booked in deliveries. Some on-site car parking is available generally
reserved for staff, subcontractor foremen and visitors. Signposting is very good and all appropriate checks and measures are in place to
deal with damage, graffiti and general litter. Materials lay down areas are shortly to be established. The on-site dress code is a full five
point standard including task PPE, gloves and glasses. Checklists are in place to monitor the performance of the logistics company and
a formal report is available for the project management team. Induction encourages the workforce to contribute to good housekeeping.
Smokers have a covered designated area within the car park although this should probably be segregated further into those using ecigarettes is a method of quit tobacco; it is noted that assistance with quit smoking is given as an offer on site to include appropriate
counselling and support. Social media in addition to the main corporate GTP accounts are in operation with an effective WhatsApp
group covering trade foremen and internal managers with approximately 15 to 20 members, this is working well and very popular for
instant communications.

2. Respect the Community

7

/10

Phase 1 of the development is now substantially occupied and close to construction works generating the inclusion of those residents in
pre-start information and contract updates. This role is effectively under the day-to-day management of the Residents Buddy, who also
makes access arrangements for phase 1 defects/snagging. 24/7 security contact information and guards are in place. Traffic routes are
established, not subject to planning conditions and avoid on-street unloading with adequate space to accept multiple deliveries within an
established timeframe booking. Local shops are supported and as sub contract packages are let, a significant element of local labour
is anticipated. The site has collaborated with the national Open Doors event and made contact with a local education college. A
design competition in conjunction with the local school is a planned event. Promoting the site registration with CCS can be
expanded to include key members of your project management team by their own personal registrations on the best practice
hub, for industry image e-magazine and by viewing the CCS films. We recommend the CCS operatives’ film shown in
conjunction with the CCS operatives’ induction as a standalone toolbox talk to explain the purpose of the (otherwise) simple
referral contained at induction. Other CCS media include Spotlights and Innovation magazine, all of which can be found on the main
website. Spotlights include recently mental health awareness and forthcoming is women into construction. Site rules are robust
excluding radios, limit mobile phones to safe areas and cover all access/egress arrangements, including emergency drills and muster
points. A formal feedback is generally sought on newsletters with e-mail and postal contact given this may be further
developed in time according to need and may benefit from the use of the CCS pro forma for public surveys and/or a financial
incentive for return. GTP have the CSR policy which covers engagement with schools, colleges and promotes careers in the
construction industry. A CCS champion is appointed at head office to assist the site in meeting the code of practice.

3. Protect the Environment

7

/10

Environmental data is collated at head office as part of the environmental management plan and culminates in a formal dashboard
report by an in-house environmental management team. A waste management plan is formulated and applied by the appointed logistics
company whose formal monthly reports are a valuable contribution to sustainability recording. All general efforts to limit the impact of
vibration and noise pollution are taken; there is limited retained ecology with all reasonable steps taken to protect the river and existing
sewers. Hazardous substance storage is provided with appropriate spill kits and control plans. A full set of ISO-accreditations are in
place for the company and site-specific data is used for future costings and for overall site performance, partly in competition with other
company projects. There are certainly more opportunities to promote these environmental achievements to the workforce as a
toolbox talk and the general public in newsletters or environmental notice boards. Such communications should be proactively
explaining the benefit of recycling or energy-saving rather than extensive use of pie charts and bar charts. Excellent energy efficient
modern modular accommodation over three floors is in place, including individual offices with air conditioning. The company supports
hybrid vehicles and provides electric charging points for the use of senior staff whose vehicles are of this type. The company
concentrates on recommending public transport, particularly when the facilities are very close to site. There are limited opportunities on
this project for off-site construction or prefabrication and there are no current plans to harvest rainwater; noise monitoring is carried
out currently by spot readings with dust control limited to water damping; silica and wood dust is collected by the appropriate vacuum
method attached to plant. No details of carbon offsetting are known on site at group or site level.

4. Secure everyone’s Safety

7

/10

An in-house safety team apply all standard and site-specific safety management activities with maps to A & E displayed and a number
of first aiders appointed and identified on-site by hat stickers or ID chart. Access to site is anticipated to be by digital access control and
this will also provide a signing in/sign out facility. PPE free routes are delineated. All risks to neighbours are addressed and monitored
by the residents’ buddy. Safety incentives are probable going forward. RAMS are effectively reviewed under a formal process before
sign off. Induction is site specific. Drugs and alcohol policy is clearly communicated, zero tolerance and includes both random, cause
and post-event testing facility. There are no observed issues of public safety outside of the site. Defibrillators are provided but should
be registered on an appropriate website for external availability in an emergency. First aiders may individually like to review
GoodSam app - a Red Cross option of being GPS tracked and alerted in the event of proximity to a serious incident at which a
first aider could assist. Limited awareness of CLOCS and FORS is shown by the site team with FORS registration now being a
mandatory requirement in London postcodes. It remains for the company to consider registering as a CLOCS champion and
to introduce written CLOCS standard inspections and records, possibly as part of forthcoming CCS inspections. No accidents
or incidents have been recorded with near miss reporting likely to be incentivised. Hazard boards and daily briefings are in place
with appropriate language issues addressed along with detailed information for drivers and visitors.
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5. Value their Workforce

9

/10

Robust attitude to equality and diversity is set out at induction excluding all aspects of bullying, harassment or inappropriate language.
The site team clearly offer an open door policy, encouraging both consultation and feedback. A robust training progra mme is
administered by matrix at headquarters generally presented as in-house training for those directly employed but extended if surplus
supply space to trade contractors, supply chain and others. Specific courses for site use such as PASMA carried out on site. Induction
requires medical conditions, medication needs and emergency contact details with general support by poster of most occupational
health risks. Excellent new welfare facilities are provided adjacent the work area providing a full range of changing/drying, toilets,
canteen managed by the logistics company. Induction is available in different languages with mainly pre-let checks carried out to ensure
that right to work regulations for illegal workers are fully addressed. CSCS cards are mandatory. There are currently and recently three
work experience placements in a step to encourage new people into the industry. Going forward quit smoking, mental health matters
and stress management are all topics within a well-being umbrella that are offered to the site workforce; these include the provision of a
prayer room or quiet room. Wi-Fi is available within the building and generally available to those who require it along with showers and
lockers. A recent safety stand-down day provided a particular talk on mental health matters on the sitewide basis. You are encouraged
to make available the e-learning courses operated by CCS and part of your registration by registration on the best practice
hub. No formal appointment to date of mental health first aider. Consider opportunities to provide financial advice and other
local services such as dental, medical and barber facilities.

Overall score

38

/50

The contents of this report are a reflection of the meeting held between the Scheme’s Monitor and the site representative, and the activities and
initiatives witnessed at the time of the visit. When appropriate bold italic statements will indicate where improvements can be made.
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